AGNIVEER INTAKE 01/2023

THESE ARE THE OFFICIAL INSTRUCTIONS AS PUBLISHED ON THE WEB PORTAL https://agnipathvayu.cdac.in

SELECTION IN THE INDIAN AIR FORCE IS ‘FAIR & TRANSPARENT’ AND ON MERIT ONLY. AT NO STAGE ANY BRIBE IS REQUIRED TO BE PAID TO ANYONE FOR SELECTION OR RECRUITMENT IN THE INDIAN AIR FORCE. CANDIDATES SHOULD NOT FALL PREY TO UNAUTHORIZED PERSONS POSING AS RECRUITING/SELECTING AGENTS.

1. Pursuant to the Leaflet methodology for induction of Agnipath in ‘Agnigrow Scheme’, aimed to provide an opportunity to Nation’s youth to experience military ways of life for a period of four years. Indian Air Force invites ONLINE application from unmarried Indian male and female candidates for selection test from 16 January 2023 onwards to join the IAF as an AGNIVEER.

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT AONLINE APPLICATION PORTAL https://agnipathvayu.cdac.in

2. Candidates for selection test from 18 January 2023 onwards to join the IAF as an AGNIVEER, will be paid an Agniveer package of Rs.

3. At the end of engagement period, a detailed Skill Assessment Report (SAR) will be done to ascertain if the candidate is fit to perform duty in any part of the world, in any climate and terrain.

4. Pay, Allowances and Allied Benefits

5. Training

6. Terminal Benefit

7. Note

8. Note

9. Note

10. Note

11. Note

12. Note

13. Note

14. Note

15. Note

16. Note

17. Note

18. Note

19. Note

20. Note

21. Note

22. Note

23. Note

24. Note

25. Marking pattern for online test:

26. The marking pattern for the online test will be objective type and questions will be bilingual (English & Hindi) except for English paper. Candidates are to bring one blank answer sheet along with their admit card. This answer sheet has to be filled up as per the online test instructions as well as the answer key which will be released by the Authority on the website. The tentatively marked answer sheet will be the basis for computing the actual marks

27. Selection of the Agniveers for further enrolment, if any, shall be at the discretion of the Government of India.

28. Generally, body postures are determined by a candidate's gender. The absence of any gender traits may lead to disqualification. It is important to note that the selection process is conducted in a fair and transparent manner. Candidates are advised to prepare adequately for the selection test and ensure that they meet all the eligibility criteria.
25. CANDIDATES ARE TO QUALIFY IN EACH PAPER INDIVIDUALLY IN SCIENCE SUBJECTS AND OTHER THAN SCIENCE SUBJECTS, with minimum marks as per the II and IV papers.

Phase-II

26. After the declaration of the result of Phase-I (Online), Test C, all out will be applied based on the merit scored by the candidates in the Phase-II Test and SHORTLISTED candidates will be sent a New admit card on their registered e-mail IDs for Phase-II test at a designated ASC.

27. Phase-II Test will be conducted at designated ASCs across the country, the list of which will be displayed on the web portal https://agnipathvayu.cdac.in. Candidates have to report at the designated ASC in their respective states.

(a) Medical examination shall be conducted by Air Force Medical Team as per IAF medical standards and policy in vogue on subject (Children of Air Force Personnel, including certificate for children of serving/retired/deceased Air Force personnel) including certificate for children of serving/retired/deceased Air Force personnel).

(b) Certificate for CDAP (Children of Air Force Personnel), including certificate for children of serving/retired/deceased Air Force officer will be issued to candidates who qualify the written examination and phase II, provided their permanent address with parents as per all India postal pin code is acceptable as the case may be. The detailed verification at all the ASCs and also on web portal for phase-II of the examination.

(c) Original and four self-attested photocopies of intermediate/10+2/Diploma examination passing certificate and marks sheet.

(d) Original and four self-attested photocopies of three year diploma course passing certificate and marks sheet of all semesters.


(f) Certificate for CDAP (Children of Air Force Personnel), including certificate for children of serving/retired/deceased Air Force officer will be issued to candidates who qualify the written examination and phase II, provided their permanent address with parents as per all India postal pin code is acceptable as the case may be. The detailed verification at all the ASCs and also on web portal for phase-II of the examination.

(g) Original and four self-attested photocopies of intermediate/10+2/Diploma examination passing certificate and marks sheet.

(h) Original and four self-attested photocopies of intermediate/10+2/Diploma examination passing certificate and marks sheet.

(i) Original and four self-attested photocopies of intermediate/10+2/Diploma examination passing certificate and marks sheet.

Note: Candidates discharged from the IAF for any reason are not eligible to appear in the selection test.

28. Additional Skills / Qualifications / Achievements: Candidates with any additional skills / qualifications / achievements in fields, including but not limited to, Information Technology, Motor Vehicle driving/maintenance, Hospitality, Logistics, Accounting are required to submit additional supporting certificates/documents through a link provided along with Phase-II admit card and also furnish them at the time of Phase-II test at ASC/ASCs, which are encouraged to acquire additional skills to have an edge in their performance during training and subsequent services as Agniveer-Agni.

29. Verification of Eligibility: Candidates should be in possession of the documents mentioned at paras 26 & 27 above, when appearing for the selection test. Candidates who are found to be ineligible will be debarred from the selection process on the spot.

30. CANDIDATES ARE TO QUALIFY IN EACH PAPER INDIVIDUALLY IN SCIENCE SUBJECTS AND OTHER THAN SCIENCE SUBJECTS, with minimum marks as per the II and IV papers.

31. CANDIDATES ARE TO QUALIFY IN EACH PAPER INDIVIDUALLY IN SCIENCE SUBJECTS AND OTHER THAN SCIENCE SUBJECTS, with minimum marks as per the II and IV papers.

32. Physical Fitness Test (PFT) – Height, weight, chest measurement and sit-ups.

33. Physical Fitness Test (PFT) – Height, weight, chest measurement and sit-ups.

34. The recruitment medical officer and the specialist doctors of Armed Forces are the final authorities on declaring a candidate fit or unfit during initial medical examination, approval board medical and medical examination prior to enrolment. The candidate shall be governed by Armed Forces standards which may be at variance from civil standards. There is no provision for representation or review after the final medical board.

Note-2: Posing in the medical examination is not a guarantee for employment in Indian Air Force.

Note-3: Request for change of Medical Examination Centre or Date of Medical Examination shall not be entertained.

HOW TO APPLY

35. Candidates are to fill ONLINE Applications by logging into https://agnipathvayu.cdac.in.

36. During online registration, the following documents are to be uploaded as applicable by respective candidates:

(a) Class X – Conditions of enrolment certificate.

(b) Intermediate/Diploma in relevant stream.

(c) Transcript of Qualifying Exam.

37. Candidate must have the following valid E-mail ID of Mobile for successful registration.

38. Candidates must enter Aadhaar number in online application form.

39. Candidates are required to reach at the examination Centre with colour print out of provisional admit card. Candidates shall be debarring from appearing in the online test in case of any mismatch between the name of the candidate, parent's name and the date of birth of the candidate as mentioned in the discharge certificate (Discharge Document).

40. Candidates not reporting for the test on due date and time shall not be accommodated on other dates/shifts.

41. The candidates should follow NCC/Army/Naval/Air Force documents will not be accepted.

42. Details about required educational qualification, physical/medical standards and job specification are available on CASB website https://agnipathvayu.cdac.in under the candidate's login and this information can be accessed by the candidate without signing in.

GENERAL

43. General instructions for candidates are as follows:

(a) Candidates must declare five choices of examination centres for STAR ONLINE EXAM and seven choices of ASCs for Phase-II, in order of preference while filling up the online application form. However, candidates are advised to ensure that the choice of centres are near to their place of residence.

(b) Requests for change of examination centre will not be entertained.

(c) Candidates not reporting for the test on due date and time shall not be accommodated on other dates/shifts.

(d) Duplicate / Incomplete / non-attested application forms will be rejected.

(e) Candidates are to prepare to stay for the entire duration of the tests under their own arrangement. No TA/DA shall be admissible.

(f) Candidates are required to provide an active e-mail ID which will be used by CASB for all communications till commencement of the entire selection process and enrolment for the particular intake. It also aids to preserve e-mail ID and password for all future communications.

(g) Candidate should apply only once in response to this advertisement.

(h) Candidates of candidates who apply MORE THAN ONCE in RESPONSE TO THIS ADSVERTISEMENT AND OBTAINS different registration numbers SHALL BE REJECTED.

NOTE: PRESIDENT, CASB RESERVES THE RIGHT TO ALLOT EXAMINATION CENTRE FOR PHASE-I AND PHASE II WHICH MAY NOT BE AS PER CHOICE OF THE CANDIDATE.

44. COVID-19 INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES APPEARING FOR SELECTION TEST

(a) Candidates are advised to follow all instructions / guidelines issued by Central/State Government from time to time.

(b) At the entrance any candidate showing symptoms of infection like (fever) will not be allowed for entering the test centre for the consideration of others.

(c) If there is any variation between English & Hindi/other regional language version of the advertisement, English version shall be taken as the base.

(d) Any CORRIGENDUM/CHANGES/UPDATES shall be only ONLINE on CASB website https://agnipathvayu.cdac.in and NO INTIMATION SHALL BE GIVEN IN ANY NEWS PAPERS ANYWHERE ELSE. All candidates are required to see the web portal of the office from time to time.

45. PROVISIONAL SELECT LIST (PSL): The PSL (merit-wise) will be prepared after the completion of selection test and the same will be displayed at all the ASCs and also on web portal https://agnipathvayu.cdac.in. Candidates discharged from the IAF for any reason shall not be considered for enrollment.

46. Only the candidates called for enrolment on their Registered e-mail ID and password for future communications.

47. Any CORRIGENDUM/CHANGES/UPDATES shall be only ONLINE on CASB website https://agnipathvayu.cdac.in and NO INTIMATION SHALL BE GIVEN IN ANY NEWS PAPERS ANYWHERE ELSE. All candidates are required to see the web portal of the office from time to time.

48. CANDIDATES FOUND INDICATING IN ANY TYPE OF MALPRACTICES/ UNFAIR MEANS DURING THE EXAMINATION SHALL BE DEBARRED PERMANENTLY.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT THE WEBSITE: https://agnipathvayu.cdac.in

The terms and conditions given in the advertisement are guidelines only and orders issued by the Government, as amended from time to time, will apply to the selected candidates.

The data entered during registration will not be erased and no changes will be permitted after entry of wrong data will disqualify candidate.

Disclaimer: Beware impersonators will be prosecuted.